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Ready to be 
the Difference?

At Get Smart Promo we believe in promotional products and 
corporate gifts that are durable, high quality and cherished.  
 
We source ethical & sustainable products to impress and be the 
difference, in our world.  
 
We introduce our no harm to the environment ECO+ collection.  
  
The ECO + collection is available and you can choose our fully 
customized offshore made-to-order solution which offer limitless 
customization possibilities, with super-fast delivery. 
  
Our ECO+ mission is to design products that engage and tune 
into eco-minded customers.  
 
We know & feel many brands will be keen to have a eco-minded 
brand identity.   
 

Talk to us today! 
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FD500.ECO.09.FD
Ruma Wireless speaker in Recycled ABS

Silver

FD500.ECO.06.FD
Ruma Wireless speaker in Recycled ABS

Black

Crafted of plant fibre or 
Recycled ABS, the Ruma 
Wireless Speaker has never 
been as trendy or ethically 
conscious as it is now. 
The promotional bluetooth 
speaker features a sleek and 
expandible design, like a mini 
transformer for your desk. 
With sophisticated technology, 
the Ruma Speaker has a high 
quality and clear sound for a 
listening experience that will 
surely delight the ears. 
Its warm natural finish means 
that any branding looks great 
on this unique promotional 
product. To show the 
ecologically minded side to 
your brand, get in touch with us 
today!

FD500.ECO.NAT.FD
Ruma Wireless Speaker in Plant Fibre

Ruma Wireless speaker 
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FD501.ECO.09.FD
Geo Wireless speaker in Recycled ABS 

Silver 

FD501.ECO.06.FD
Geo Wireless speaker in Recycled ABS

Black

FD501.ECO.NAT.FD
Geo Wireless speaker in Plant Fibre

This quirky speaker can dance 
as much as you can! The Geo 
Wireless Speaker strikes a 
combination of adorable and 
sophisticated with a rounded 
base to swing and sway 
through the night as you dance 
to your favourite tunes. Made 
from plant fibre and recylced 
ABS with a black finish, this 
version of the Geo Wireless 
Speaker puts the environmental 
attitude of your brand toward 
the forefront. The ultimate party 
speaker provides crisp, high 
quality sound at a booming 
volume, making it a perfect 
personalised gift or promotional 
item to extend the best qualities 
of your brand, including its 
socially conscious mindset. 
Indulge in the joy of Geo. 
Contact us today! 

Geo  Wireless speaker 
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FD503.ECO.Nat.FD
Tuba Wireless outdoor speaker 

in Plant Fibre

FD503.ECO.06.FD
Tuba Wireless outdoor speaker 

in Recycled ABS - Black

This Tuba wireless speaker 
is a stylish custom accessory 
for all music lovers. Now made 
from either a recycled plastic 
or plant-based fibre, your brand 
can stylishly convey its 
environmentally conscious 
attitude in this unique branded 
item that audiences love. So, for 
a custom gift that’s equally 
functional, premium, and suave, 
this branded bluetooth speaker 
is bound to turn heads! Transfer 
any house party or event with 
these unique custom gifts. 
And charging is easy with the 
detachable charging cable. Get 
in touch to learn more! 

Tuba Wireless outdoor speaker
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FD504.ECO.Nat.FD
Kobra Wireless speaker - Plant Fibre & Aluminium

FD504.ECO.09.FD
Kobra Wireless speaker - Recycled ABS 

& Aluminium - Silver

FD504.ECO.06.FD
Kobra Wireless speaker - Recycled ABS 

& Aluminium - Black

March to the beat of your own 
branded wireless speaker! 
A fashionable, sophisticated 
and sleek appearance, eco-
friendly design and a rich 
sound is what you can expect 
from this unparalleled branded 
bluetooth speaker! This unique 
product is now available in 
plant-based fibre or in Recycled 
ABS and Aluminum. For this and 
more stylish and sustainable 
branding solutions, get in touch 
with us today!

Kobra Wireless speaker
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FD405.ECO.09.FD
Kozo Universal Magnetic Car Vent Mount

ABS - Silver - Rectangle

FD405.ECO.06.FD
Kozo Universal Magnetic Car Vent Mount

ABS - Black - Rectangle

FD405.ECO.Nat.FD
Kozo Universal Magnetic Car Vent Mount

Plant Fibre - Rectangle

Keep your attention on the 
road with this eco-friendly 
phone magnet. Have your 
phone perched on your dash to 
avoid distractions, easily read 
maps, answer hand free calls 
and play music. The Kozo Tech 
Magnet is made from ethically 
sourced plant fibres and ABS 
with silver or black finish, giving 
your brand an eco-friendly feel 
to appeal to a large ethically 
minded audience. Combine 
ethicality with practicality 
with this unique promotional 
product. Contact us now! 

Kozo Universal Magnetic Car Vent Mount
Rectangle
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Keep your attention on the 
road with this eco-friendly 
phone magnet. Have your 
phone perched on your dash to 
avoid distractions, easily read 
maps, answer hand free calls 
and play music. The Kozo Tech 
Magnet is made from ethically 
sourced plant fibres and ABS 
with silver or black finish, giving 
your brand an eco-friendly feel 
to appeal to a large ethically 
minded audience. Combine 
ethicality with practicality 
with this unique promotional 
product. Contact us now! 

Kozo Universal Magnetic Car Vent Mount
Round

FD400.ECO.Nat.FD
Kozo Universal Magnetic Car Vent Mount

Plant Fibre - Round

FD400.ECO.09.FD
Kozo Universal Magnetic Car Vent Mount

ABS - Silver - Round

FD400.ECO.06.FD
Kozo Universal Magnetic Car Vent Mount

ABS - Black - Round
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Be at the forefront of ethical 
conversations with this 
sophisticated USB made from 
plant fibres and recycled ABS 
with a black or silver finish. 
Great for representing the 
socially consious mindset of 
your brand, the Twista USB 
is useful for  securing files 
and doubles as a perfect 
personalised gift for fidgeters, 
acting as a nifty pocket spinner. 
Functional and ethical the 
Twista has it all. Contact us 
now to secure your shipment of 
this latest development in eco-
friendly tech!

Twista USB2.0 Memory Drive

FD59.ECO.06.FD
Twista USB 2.0 Memory Drive Recycled ABS

Black - 8GB

FD59.ECO.09.FD
Twista USB 2.0 Memory Drive Recycled ABS 

Silver&Black - 8GB

FD59.ECO.Nat.FD
Twista USB 2.0 Memory Drive in Plant Fibre - 8GB
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FD188B.ECO.FD
Eto Bamboo Pen with Sylus

Give your brand the au-natural image with an 
authentic bamboo digital stylus. Made from 
actual bamboo wood, the stylus presents a 
socially conscious mindset, and gives you 
the benefit of looking stylish in the process of 
signing and catching up on tablet work. To see 
how your logo would look on this fine piece of 
authentic wood, enquire today.

FD189.ECO.06.FD
Eterna Graphite Pencil

Sketch in style with the Eterna Graphite Pencil 
celebrating sophistication in personalised 
stationery. Your client will love the enhanced 
brand image this pencil promotes, bringing 
premium branding to an every day staple. 
Connect with us today and elevate your pencil 
collection!

FD831.ECO.06.FD
Zinc Eco Desktop Universal Charging & Sync Cable

This custom charging cable packs style and 
sophistication. This is a perfect corporate gift 
that will put your brand on their table! Ensuring 
a premium charge, as well as a smooth surface 
finish that makes your brand glisten, this is one 
effective and modern branding solution. Get in 
touch today to elevate your branding! 



Contact Us Today!
1300 88 99 86
www.gspromo.com.au
Product details and specifications are subject to change, please check  with Get 
Smart Promo before placing your order to avoid confusion. Please note some 
imprint areas/methods will incur additional charges and may be subjected to 
restrictions in timing and/or decoration. Production times being after all approvals 
without exception. Up to date pricing, stock availability and important information 
can be located online. Please note logos used are for display purposes  only and 
do not represent the company.


